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Dedication
This report is dedicated to the memory of
Christina Mary Crease 1948 – 2014,
whose initial work on local history led to this project
but whose untimely death meant she did not see its completion.
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Introduction
In the 1990s Carol Carpenter and Christina Crease were asked to create an exhibition in the priests'
room above the porch of Holy Trinity Church in Loddon. This was very well received and they
enjoyed the experience so much that they began researching and self-publishing booklets about various
aspects of local history for Loddon and the immediate surroundings. They used a great deal of oral
history recorded from the oldest members of the village community and this was augmented with old
photographs, newspaper reports, trade directories, school log books, church burial registers, indeed any
source that seemed relevant. The series of booklets was called 'Before Your Time' and was very
warmly received in the local area. It was not big history but social history of the last century or two.
Titles in the series included 'Medical Matters', 'Aspects of War', 'When The Old Town Hall Was New'
and 'Down By The Riverside'. They also published a Town Guide and a Map of the village of Loddon.
An interest in genealogy also led to a survey of Loddon churchyard being conducted with records made
of the inscriptions on every gravestone or memorial marker.
They were asked to give talks about various aspects of their researches and soon the interest was such
that a local history society was formed, the Loddon and District Local History Group (LDLHG). It was
a very informal organisation with no membership or annual subscription. People paid a small fee when
they attended a meeting which covered the hire of the hall, the speaker's expenses, and tea and biscuits.
The meetings were monthly on a Wednesday afternoon from 1.30 – 3.30pm. They proved to be very
popular with typical attendances being over thirty. An early activity was an annual churchyard survey
of monumental inscriptions for each of the neighbouring parishes to Loddon. There is also an annual
outing to a place of historic interest.
The LDLHG was very successful within the scope it had set itself but there were a number of aspects
that it did not address and were felt by some to be lacking. Firstly, the timing of the meetings meant
that most working people and school children or students would be busy on a Wednesday afternoon and
could not take part. Secondly, with the exception of the annual churchyard surveys, the activities of the
group were mostly passive; most meetings consisted of an illustrated talk. There were also a number of
people in the group who had experience of various forms of historical research such as archaeological
excavation, field-walking, genealogical research, palaeography and other forms of documentary
research. Taking these starting points it was suggested that a study be started of the human settlement
of the parish of Loddon. The various activities could be run as separate threads under the guidance of
someone with experience of the work and the whole could be co-ordinated in an attempt to make a
coherent picture of the results produced. The activities would not have to be restricted to a particular
time or day and could meet the availability of the volunteers. The range of activities would provide
opportunities for involvement for people of varying ages, skills and fitness.
Models for such studies already existed for the parish of Shapwick in Somerset led by Mick Aston (1)
an academic archaeologist of Time Team fame, and Sedgeford in NW Norfolk led by Neil Faulkner
(2), another academic with a strong commitment to community archaeology. We did not have the same
level of formal archaeological training or access to professional advice of these two projects but given
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the support and encouragement that we received from the community archaeologists at the Norfolk
Historic Environment Service (NHES) we felt able to proceed with some training from NHES and a
pilot scheme to assess the interest in the community.
The support was very good so a project was outlined. The underlying idea of the project was that local
people would learn the skills to research their own history. Professional involvement would be sought
when needed but there was no intention of employing full time workers. The funding would have to
cover relatively simple equipment and a variety of consumable materials. Volunteers would use their
own computers and meet their travel expenses when visiting the Norfolk Records Office. If the more
ambitious aspects of Geophysics and Tree Ring Dating were to be used then a larger budget would
have to be met. An application was made to the Heritage Lottery Fund which was successful and the 3
year HLF Grant funded Loddon Parish Study began in 2013.
The component parts of the project have been
Test Pits
Documentary Research
Building Surveys
Maps and Place Names and
Geophysical Surveys.
The proposed Field Walking did not in fact start.
There have been a number of histories written about Loddon and its surrounding area. A scholarly
work by Alan Davison is 'The Evolution of Settlement in Three Parishes in South-East Norfolk'. (3)
Published the same year, 1990, is 'Loddon Street: a Norfolk village as it used to be' by Richmal
Ashbee(4). This is a series of old photographs arranged as a walk along Loddon Street with a
commentary on each. It uses a great many photographs from Michael Gunton's collection. Michael
Gunton published his own collection of photographs, 'Gunton's Loddon'(5) in 2007.
These publications were prepared without the advantage of the internet. We have the benefit of a
research tool not available until quite recently. The ability to look at library and archive catalogues
from anywhere in the world makes original material much more visible. The amount of original
material which has been digitised and put online is growing at a great rate and this allows a lot of
research to be done without visiting the library holding the original documents. Databases of historic
and archaeological material, sample collections of artefacts, online courses for learning Latin for
historians, palaeography, the use of geographical information systems and much more, most of it at no
cost, has created a climate where it has never been easier for any interested person to undertake
historical research. For this reason alone it would have been a good time to extend the knowledge of
the history of our parish.
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Test Pits
Archaeological test pits are a sampling technique used to make a rapid assessment of an area.
A 1m x 1m pit is dug in 150mm spits and the spoil from each spit is sieved to recover any material
present by human activity. This could be pottery, metal items, seashells found inland, etc. The finds
from each level are kept separate and are: sorted, counted and weighed. If the soil is undisturbed then
the principle of stratigraphy means that the older material will be found in the deeper levels. Because
few things will survive long burial in the soil, those that do survive have been extensively studied with
a view to using them as dating evidence. The main example of this is pottery. The fabric from which
pots were made, shapes of the vessels, styles of decoration and methods of manufacture have all helped
to construct chronologies which are used to date the items found in association with the fragments of
pot.
The information on the history of Loddon that existed was largely based on field walking and
documentary sources. The field walking could only be conducted on the agricultural land of the parish
and left the houses in the countryside and the village un-investigated. Test pitting allowed us to
investigate within the village envelope and in the gardens of dwellings further afield.
Training for test pitting was given by the Norfolk community archaeologist in 2012, Dr Richard
Hoggett and his assistant Mr Christopher Kolonko. We adhered to the protocol that the Norfolk
Historic Environment Service provided.
To test whether there was local interest in joining a Parish Study we held a pilot programme of test pits
in 2012. There was a lot of support for the project and we dug 13 test pits that year. In 2013 18 were
dug, 14 in 2014 and 12 in 2015. This gives a total of 57 with more being dug this year, 2016.
Most of the pits were dug within the envelope of the village for the reasons given above. Several were
located along the line of the medieval road leading to Pyes Mill, some were dug at Lodge Farm in the
south of the parish which is at the northern end of Stubbs Green.
Finds from the pits were cleaned, dried, sorted by type of material, counted and weighed. Pottery and
any flints or unusual metalwork were sent to the NHES at Gressenhall for identification. This service
was provided free of charge to community archaeology groups until recently, when it ceased due to
local government spending cuts. We are very grateful to NHES for providing this level of expertise for
our project.
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Results
A distribution map of the all the test pits is very cluttered unless on a large scale. A good sense of the
distribution of pits can be pieced together by looking at the maps for the locations of finds from
different periods.

Prehistoric Finds
The prehistoric finds were mainly worked flint but 2 bowl bases of beaker ware were found in one pit.
The flints are difficult to date with any precision but indicate that there was human or hominid hunter
gatherers in this region possibly as long ago as 500,000 years. The pottery is much clearer in its dating.
This style of pottery dates to the end of the Neolithic and beginning of the Bronze Age. This is 2300 to
2000BCE. These were farming communities and are the first evidence that we have for farming in
Loddon; 4000 years ago.

Map 1
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The distribution of the finds probably tells more about where the test pits were dug than the range of
land occupied by early man. The scattered low levels of flints is consistent with the Alan Davison's
findings(3).
Since pottery was introduced into the British Isles with the Neolithic culture it might be expected that
there would be some potsherds from the Neolithic and Iron Age but pottery from these periods is
generally not well made, being bonfire fired and does not survive well. The quality of the Iron Age
ware may be appreciated by the term dog biscuit which is sometimes used to describe it.

Roman Finds
Davison's work found concentrations of Roman finds in several areas of the 3 parishes he studied.
These were interpreted as the sites of farmsteads. Between these concentrations were scatters of low
levels of material. Our findings fit in with this within the village envelope.

Map 2
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Early Anglo-Saxon Finds
We had no finds from the Early Anglo Saxon period, 410 – 650CE. Pottery from this period is not so
well made as that from the Roman period, and as such does not survive well in the soil. Davison found
one concentration of Early Saxon potsherds in the south of the parish just to the north of Transport
Lane. This along the ridge of highest land in the parish which seems to have been favoured as a
settlement site since early times into the Medieval period.
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Middle Anglo-Saxon Finds
The finds from the Middle Saxon period, 650 – 850 CE, consist of Ipswich ware potsherds. This was
an industrial scale pottery made exclusively in Ipswich using a slow wheel technique and kiln firing.
Our finds are located at 4 sites. Two are close to the High Street, one being to the north and the other to
the south of the former market place now known as Church Plain. Another site is in the field behind
the churchyard which is thought to be the location of of the medieval Bacon's Manor and which our
finds indicate to be a settlement site. It looks possible that this was the centre of a Saxon Estate which
later became a medieval manor. The fourth location for Middle Saxon pottery is in High Bungay Road
to the south of the village centre. This shows no correlation with known features but is close to the old
road to Bungay.

Map 3
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Late Saxon Finds
This is where we are able to significantly add information to the history of Loddon. The three parish
study was not able to work in the village centre where many of our test pits were located. Late Saxon
pottery in this area is almost all Thetford ware, an industrially made ware from a number of potteries as
well as Thetford where it was first characterised. It was made on a fast wheel and kiln fired. It was
found along the road to the ford at Pyes Mill and also several sites in the village, around the church and
market place, on the site of Bacon's Manor, in Bridge Street and to the south of the village centre.

Map 4
The importance of these finds is that it is during the Late Saxon - Early Norman period that village
foundation is thought to have begun. Prior to this the countryside was settled with hamlets and single
dwellings. These were often in sight of each other but apart from the towns there was no aggregation
of dwellings in villages as we recognise them today. During this period, often referred to as SaxoNorman, changes in land holding especially after the Norman invasion, leads to the new small
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conurbations. Thetford ware pottery was produced from ca.850 until ca.1100CE, and is often thought
of as Saxo-Norman rather than just Late Saxon. As well as suggesting that this is the period of
formation of a village it also shows a movement of the settlement from the string of dwellings along the
road approaching the ford to the east of the church to the market place and street to the river to the west
of the church. A road loading to the river is strongly suggestive of a river crossing associated with the
new area of settlement. This could be the period when the River Chet is first bridged in Loddon. In the
Domesday Book there are two mills recorded in Loddon. It is very probable that one was at the river
crossing, close to the site of the present Loddon Mill.

Medieval Finds
The Medieval finds continue the pattern established by the Late Saxon material. There is still
settlement on the road to the ford at Pyes Mill, the centre of the modern village has substantial
amounts of material and the area to the south of the village has medieval potsherds as well. These
include Warren House, the site of Town Farm, and Lodge Farm on the north edge of Stubbs Green.

Map 5
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Post-Medieval Finds
The pattern here is very similar to that for Medieval finds with the addition of material from the pits
dug on the Middle School and High School playing fields. These were farm land within living memory
and both have clay subsoil close to the surface. These finds are likely to be manurial spread.

Map 6
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Modern Finds
Modern material was found in all but one of our test pits. Rubbish collection is a relatively recent thing
and the broken tea pots, old prams and fish paste jars had to go somewhere.

Map 7
For more detailed information about the test pit results please see the Test Pit Appendix.
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Documentary research

One of the significant differences between the Medieval and the Post-Medieval periods is the degree of
literacy and the use of the written word. In a world of low levels of literacy, major events are usually
marked by public ceremony where large numbers of people witness an event and their collective
memory is the public record. In a world of high literacy a document is the most important record that
something happened. The two systems are not mutually exclusive since in our times of near universal
literacy we still use ceremony to mark major national events such as a coronation. In medieval times
the literate members of a society were used to keep estate records, write charters granted by the
monarch, and keep accounts of large institutions such as priories although only a small proportion of
the population could read them. However, the number of written records surviving from early
medieval times is small and was probably never very extensive anyway. With the growth of literacy
the number of records became larger and covered a much wider range of activities. All early records
were manuscripts, hand written documents, and it isn't until the invention of movable type in the early
15th century that printed documents become available. Printed documents are generally aimed at a wide
audience and their subject matter is different in kind to that of the manuscript record of a small business
or household which is intended for use by a small group. The improvements in printing technology in
the 19th century and the invention of the typewriter caused a huge increase in the number of printed
documents, but still many records were kept in manuscript; such things as church registers, school logs
books, private diaries, bills and accounts for small businesses.
The range and number of documents available to the local historian is very large and some decisions
had to be made about which to study. A major part of the work has been to transcribe manuscripts.
This makes them available in digital form which makes them more legible, easily transmitted and
displayed on the internet and perhaps most importantly accessible for searching.
Transcriptions have been made of burial registers for the following parishes
Loddon, 1851 – 2013
Sisland, 1813 – 2009
Chedgrave, 1948 – 2015
Hales, still in progress
Restricting the burial registers to the parish of Loddon would have made the genealogy of local
families much more difficult.
The last 20 pages of the Loddon Burial Register have also been transcribed. These contain snippets of
church history, confirmation lists, and a record of the restorations and alterations to Holy Trinity church
made in the second half of the 19th Century, as well as the building of the Vicarage & Parish room.
Wills and Administrations for Loddon have been transcribed for 1800 – 1857. Additionally, summaries
of many wills proved outside that period and also from other parishes have been made when following
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the history of a family or the ownership of particular property.
Extracts of the Accounts of the Loddon Overseers of the Poor have been transcribed for 1776 – 1782,
and more are in preparation.
A private diary is in the process of transcription.
Transcriptions have also been made for miscellaneous documents many used in the land transactions of
local families which give considerable information about the landowners at various periods. These
include Court Rolls as well as Deeds of Lease & Release, Abstracts of title, and the fascinating early
pages of the Minute Book of the Loddon Institute 1914 - 1915.
Terriers and perambulations have been transcribed as have many inventories of possessions made as
part of the probate procedure.
Work is in progress on transcribing Census records, poll lists, and Land Tax records.
There is a considerable amount of printed material which may have been referred to but not studied in
any detail, or transcribed. Such things as newspapers, trade directories, catalogues and advertisements
for businesses, guide books, etc. The documentary evidence is fascinating since it helps provide both
an overall picture of life in the parish and also tiny personal details of one individual's life.
For detailed examples of the documentary research please see the Documentary Research Appendix.
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Maps
Including Maps, Terriers, Perambulations, Place-names
& Aerial Photography

The initial work was to collect as many maps of the parish or areas within the parish as possible.
Where these are in paper format they are held in a map folder in the Local Studies room of Loddon
Library. Many of the collected maps are in digital form, usually because they are photographs or
copies of paper maps held elsewhere. The Norwich Records Office has been the prime source of maps.
Most paper maps have been converted to digital form since this allows their use with Geographical
Information Systems(GIS), our principle tool for analysing maps.
Our definitive modern map is the digital map produced by the Ordnance Survey(OS) which is available
to us at no cost because of the participation of Loddon Parish Council in the Public Sector Mapping
Agreement. We are very grateful to both the OS and Loddon Parish Council for this valuable resource.
Very accurate mapping by the OS has been available for this area since 1886 when the first edition of
the OS maps for Norfolk were published. Prior to this the only complete coverage of the parish at a
large scale is by the Commutation of Tithes Map of 1839. The standard of surveying is not quite so
high as for the OS maps. Smaller scale maps were published by Faden (1797), Bryant (1826) and the
OS Old Series (1837) at 1 inch to 1 mile (1:63360) which, whilst being very valuable for the county as
a whole, are not so useful at a parish level.
Other maps are for parts of the parish and were prepared for very specific purposes, such as the sale of
a piece of land or to show the extent of a farm or estate. These were prepared to varying standards of
accuracy and to a wide range of scales.
Digression
Before proceeding a brief explanation of some of the jargon of GIS may make the following easier to
understand. The mapping used in GIS consists of digital images. These images are one of two types,
raster or vector. Raster images are made of blocks of colour or pixels. When a raster image is
enlarged sufficiently the pixels become visible and further enlargement does not make the image any
clearer but just more “blocky”. This will be familiar to many people since it is the sort of image
produced by a digital camera. The size of the pixels in the original limits the amount of enlargement or
resolution of the image. The other type of image, the vector image, is made of points and lines which
are described within the computer by a series of equations. When a vector image is enlarged the points
and lines are redrawn but don't get any thicker; they are infinitely enlargeable with no loss of
resolution. This sort of image is less familiar in everyday life but is widely used in technical
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environments being the sort of image produced by computer aided design (CAD) software and GIS.
Back to the main story
To make comparison of different maps possible each was scanned or photographed to produce a digital
image, a raster image. This image could then be taken into a GIS and by comparing identifiable points
on this image with the same points on the modern vector map the raster image is stretched and
compressed until it fits the modern map. This process used to be described as “rubber sheeting”, a
graphically descriptive term. Its more formal description is Geo-referencing or Geo-rectifying.
Once the map has been geo-referenced it can be overlain with other maps and the transparency of
layers adjusted to allow comparisons of land holding, buildings, place names, etc.
More maps have become available as other documents are researched, e.g. a survey performed to assess
the viability of a railway line through the parish in the 19th century.

Terriers and Perambulations
Before accurate surveying became widespread a common method of recording land ownership was to
walk the land and describe it. Documents that contain these descriptions are called terriers or
perambulations. If points in the terrier can be positively identified with points in the modern landscape
then names of landscape features in a previous time can be allocated to the modern landscape. In
principle a simple idea but in practice difficult because of changes that have occurred to paths, roads,
boundaries and buildings.

Place Names
Potentially a place name may give clues to the language from which it originated and thus possibly a
date for the naming, however interpretation of place names is fraught with difficulties since so many
modern names reflect recent changes but do not clearly indicate this. Some place names persist for
very many centuries and can indicate an ancient origin of a landscape feature. The name may also
indicate a former owner or use of a place or piece of land, e.g. Bacon's Manor, Randall's Piece,
Farthing Green.

General Overview of the Parish
A look at the field boundaries is interesting since field size and shape differ in different parts of the
parish. Probably the most noticeable differences are between the fields in the north end of the parish
close to the River Chet and the south end of the parish near Hales Green. The fields close to the river
are small and irregular in shape (sub-rectangular) and separated by drainage ditches, known locally as
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dykes. The fields in the south part of the parish are separated by hedges, are much larger in area
although not uniform in size or shape and seem to have several boundaries which run approximately
N-S with single hedge lines running alongside many fields.
The small irregular fields of the river valley area suggest that they are assarts, i.e. enclosed areas taken
into cultivation from natural land on a piecemeal basis. The area was originally marshland and to bring
it into cultivation it had to be drained. The drainage dykes created are the field boundaries. The
drainage was done in several small uncoordinated phases which has led to the irregular size and shape
of these fields.
In the south of the parish there are several roads, tracks and field boundaries which are co-axial, i.e. run
approximately in the same direction but are not accurately parallel. They run from close to the River
Chet, over the interfluve to the River Waveney. This pattern is found in many areas of England and has
been investigated in detail by Professor Tom Williamson for the Diss area of South Norfolk. He
interpreted these lines as trackways from the Iron Age which were used for moving animals from the
river valleys to the higher land. They have become boundaries of land holdings. The area around Diss
has a Roman road (the present A140) cutting through these features which shows that they pre-date the
Roman period. Professor Williamson has more recently changed his views on the field systems near
Diss and now says that he thinks they are post-Roman. This does not explain why the Roman road
does not respect the field boundaries and many archaeologists still prefer his original conclusions.
There is no datable later feature interrupting the Loddon field system but the similarities are sufficient
to propose a similar age to those near Diss. Whichever interpretation is used the field boundaries
running N-S are likely to be very old, either Anglo-Saxon or Iron Age.
The E-W field boundaries which complete the division of the land into fields are much less regular and
typically only join neighbouring N-S hedge lines. They are likely to be of varying dates and some
indication of this comes from the field names. Many of the fields seem to be the result of land
enclosure which in this parish was by agreement rather than Act of Parliament. Their names are often
unimaginative labels such as “The 10 Acres”. Other names appear on earlier maps and show field
boundaries of greater age.
Ingloss Lane is one of the roads in the co-axial system. It runs from close to Sisland for about 5km
almost to Broome. For a part of the way the verges are wider than for modern lanes. The road also has
a double bend part way along which moves its alignment from one side of the wide verge area to the
other. The whole is suggestive of a much wider ancient thoroughfare much of which has been taken
into modern land holdings but enough of which survives to indicate an ancient droveway. This would
be consistent with Professor Williamson's earlier model.
Another road where the present appearance is indicative of its great age is the section of Pyes Mill
Road between Mill Farm and Hall Farm. This is to some extent sunken or a hollow way which is
consistent with it being the ancient route that led to the ford at Pyes Mill.
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Aerial Photographs
Originally for military use it soon became apparent that aerial or air photographs (AP) could be
valuable in archaeology since sub-surface features often show as marks in crops. They have been
supplemented in recent decades by satellite photographs and both have been made widely available
through the internet. Two sources have been of great interest to us, The Norfolk Map Explorer from the
NHES which has a collection of maps of varying ages and APs of the county in georeferenced form
that can be overlain with varying transparency. Also of great value is the Google Earth website which
has satellite photographs since 1999.
Three members of the project were able to take their own oblique APs when they took a flight in a light
aircraft from nearby Seething Airfield.
For more detailed information on the map collection please see the Map Appendix.
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Building Surveys

There are about 100 Grade I and II listed buildings in the parish of Loddon. Most are listed because a
particular feature or features are of architectural significance or they are part of a streetscape but
complete descriptions of them have not been made. In 2006 English Heritage published
'Understanding Historic Buildings; A guide to good recording practice' this has been re-issued as a
revised and enlarged guide by Historic England in May 2016; Historic England being a new body
formed to take over some of the functions of English Heritage in a recent re-structuring of heritage
services in England. The new edition is substantially larger with more examples but maintains the
methodology of the original, indeed uses much of the original text.
Building surveys and records have been made in accord with this document. We were given training in
the methods by Claire Bradshaw, the NHES community archaeologist, and Dr Ian Hinton of the
Norfolk Historic Buildings Group using Norfolk Cottage, 12 The Market Place. Dr Hinton also gave a
talk to LDLHG on dating buildings.
The buildings surveyed covered a range of types, residential, shops, public houses, an outbuilding and a
building in process of redevelopment. Folders containing information have been produced for the
following:1 Church Plain (former butcher's shop)
Loddon Garden and DIY Outbuildings
Loddon Plaice, 44 High Street
Norfolk Cottage, 12 The Market Place
The Angel Inn, High Street
The King's Head, Bridge Street
Warren House, Beccles Road
Work continues on Lodge Farm and Gill House.
Dendrochronology is the technique of dating the age of a piece of timber by examining the growth
rings. The amount of growth in a particular year will depend in part on the weather of that year. The
spacing of the growth rings in a piece of timber will show a pattern of wider and narrower bands
depending on whether they were good or poor growing years. If a piece of timber includes the outer
most part of a tree, the sapwood, then it is possible to know the growing conditions when the tree was
felled. If it is a modern piece of timber of known felling date, examination of the growth rings will
give a pattern of growth for the lifetime of the tree with exact dating of each ring. Another tree of the
same species of unknown felling date will have the same pattern of growth rings for the period when
both trees were growing. If the second tree is older than the first, then the pattern of growth rings can
be extended back by combining the patterns of both trees. This apparently simple technique has a
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number of limitations; the number of overlapping growth rings must be statistically significant before
the data sets can be combined, for example. However, databases have been created using this
technique giving the growth patterns of trees over several millennia. If a sufficiently large sample of
timber is available and it contains sapwood then it is possible to date the timber to the year in which it
was felled.
It was our hope that dendrochronology would allow us to date timber from some of Loddon's oldest
buildings. For our region we know that there is a database for oak and that other timber databases are
in preparation but not ready for use at present. Detailed examination of 8 buildings revealed some oak
but none suitable for dating. There was a high proportion of elm, some ash and some Baltic pine. The
unsuitability of the oak for dating was disappointing but stylistic and technical features of the timber
did allow some more general dating of the buildings.
The oldest building in Loddon or which there is documentary evidence is Holy Trinity Church. It was
built in the 1490s by the Hobart family of Hales Hall. It replaced an earlier church of which we have
no physical evidence although a church at Loddon occurs in Domesday. It is stated in several
publications that St Felix, Bishop of East Anglia, founded a church at Loddon about 630CE and that
this is recorded in the Liber Albus of Bury St Edmunds priory. This reference is yet to be confirmed
and there is no archaeological evidence of an Anglo Saxon church.
There are buildings of late Tudor date. Several buildings show extensions and other alterations of
about 1690 – 1700CE. This type of building at this period is found widely throughout the country and
is sometimes attributed to two factors. Firstly the population had grown to be as large as it was before
the Black Death 350 years before. There had been several further epidemics of bubonic plague in the
intervening years and the population was very slow to recover. Another reason is that the colonial
expansion of Tudor and Stuart times was beginning to bring substantial wealth into the country.
Whatever the reasons there seems to have been a good deal of building at this period, with properties
being enlarged by such methods as raising roofs.
For more detailed information on the work on buildings, please see the Buildings Appendix.
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Geophysics
Geophysics is the study of the earth, geology, soil or features using physical properties such as
electrical resistance, speed of sound passing through, magnetic susceptibility, local magnetic field
strength, etc. The benefits of using geophysical methods are that they are
• non-invasive and thus non-destructive
• relatively quick thus allowing large areas to be surveyed for features of archaeological interest
• produce digital data that may be interpreted and presented in several ways
Different geophysical methods respond differently within the same environment and are thus used to
search for different features. Resistivity responds well to the variations in soil moisture caused by
structures such as walls and foundations, and also to negative features like ditches and pits.
Magnetometry responds strongly to features that have been heated such as kilns, ovens and furnaces,
less strongly to negative features but not to built structures unless they are made of fired brick or tile.
Metal detectors are an example of using induced magnetic fields to detect the presence of metal in the
soil. Their use has become a popular hobby which can provide important information to
archaeologists, especially as many metal detectorists become very knowledgeable about pottery which
they observe but do not detect as they walk the fields they are surveying. Ground penetrating radar is a
powerful technique which can reveal images of subsoil structures. It is, unfortunately, too expensive
for amateur or low cost archaeology projects to use.
A scheme of work for geophysical survey might be to investigate what is known of an area from field
walking, casual finds, metal detecting, maps and other documents before scanning the area with a
magnetic survey, this being the faster of the two techniques available. Areas that indicate possible
features are then investigated with resistivity. These results are essentially prospecting activities for
any excavations that might be needed. The geophysics is being used to improve the chances of digging
in productive areas.
The start of the geophysics part of the project was delayed due to the unavailability of the geophysics
instruments that we had hoped to buy. When the project was being planned there were two low cost
resistivity meters and a low cost magnetometer was in development. Because these instruments
contain integrated circuits they are classified with computer equipment and as such came under the new
regulations which were aimed at reducing the amount of toxic waste when short lived devices were
discarded. The new regulations required the use of lead free solder in the manufacture of these devices.
This meant redesigning the instruments which has led to them becoming unavailable during the period
of the study. One of the resistivity meters and the magnetometer are unlikely to be made again which
leaves one resistivity meter which has been redesigned and built in prototype but is still not in
production.
For the first year of the project we waited expectantly for the announcement that resistivity meters were
again available to us, but we came to realise that this might not happen in the near future. As a second
line of approach we inquired about the hire of a resistivity meter and were able to do so in the second
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year of the project. This was subsequently bought for a modest price and has allowed us to conduct
several resistivity surveys and more are planned. The instrument is a CIA/TR resistivity meter Mark 1.
The Mark 2 which we had hoped to buy, is still not available at the time of writing.
It looked for a time as if magnetometry would not be available to us but one of the LPS members is
also active in the Sedgeford Historic and Archaeological Research Project (SHARP) and this group
have bought a research standard magnetometer and the associated software. This will become available
for hire by approved groups in the near future which will give us access to this technique.

Resistivity Surveys Conducted
Manor Yards
The area to the north and north-east of the churchyard in Loddon is named as
the Manor Yards in 19th century maps. This is thought to have been the site of
Bacon's Manor, one of the five medieval manors in the parish. Although a test
pit in the field to the east of the churchyard had produced material indicative
of a settlement the resistivity surveys in the field and in the adjacent vicarage
garden did not produce any evidence of features. It is hoped to gain access to
the field to the north of the churchyard to extend the area of the survey.
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Erpingham
Although it is not part of LPS we were asked to conduct a survey in a field in the parish of Erpingham
in North Norfolk. A moat from a medieval manor house forms part of a modern ditch and the survey
was looking for continuation of the moat into the field. An area of 40m x 60m was surveyed and the
course of the moat was located. Whilst this is not directly relevant to LPS it was valuable experience
for the 3 volunteers who conducted the survey and proved the validity of the technique.
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Lodge Farm
Lodge Farm is south of the village of Loddon and on the northern edge of Stubbs Green. The
farmhouse has features from several different periods, being much altered and extended. In front of the
house is a linear pond which is shown on 19th century OS maps as a moat. To the east of the moat and
aligned with it is a modern field boundary which includes a ditch. Three areas were surveyed
• in front of the house adjacent to the moat
• the lawn in the back garden of the house
• an area between the moat and aligned ditch
The area adjacent to the moat did not show any features
The back garden showed two anomalies which were investigated with test pits. One produced very few
finds but the other contained substantial amounts of potsherd, 18th century bottle glass and building
debris from an 18th century building, probably a farm outhouse.
The area between the ditch and moat showed a clear extension of the ditch into this area which had
subsequently been back filled. A test pit here produced no finds but showed a trench/ditch which had
been cut and later back filled. In the absence of dating evidence it seems that the alignment of ditch
and moat might be fortuitous.
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Summary
What can be said about the human settlement of the Parish of Loddon with the present state of
knowtledge? What can be expected, given information from the wider picture and the evidence
which has been found within the scope of this study?
Te most recent extensive study of the human settlement of the British Istles is the Ancient Human
Settlement of Britain study (AHOB), a mutltidisciptlinary study directed by Dr Chris Stringer of the
Naturatl History Museum in London(6). In essence the study conctludes that Britain was joined to the
rest of Europe by a tland bridge for much of the tlast mitltlion years, the sea dividing Britain from
Europe about 8,500 years ago. During the tlast mitltlion years hominids have cotlonised Britain seven
times. (Hominids are human or human tlike species. Tis inctludes our evotlutionary ancestors and
retlated species tlike Neanderthatls.) Te retreats of hominids from Britain have been caused by the
advance of ice during the severatl ice ages of the tlast mitltlion years. Te frst evidence for human
occupation is at tleast 700,000 and possibtly more than 900,000 years otld. Te most recent
cotlonisation, of which we are a part, was about 11,000 years ago.
Since East Angtlia is ctlose to the tland bridge to Europe it might be expected that there woutld be
evidence of eartly man here. Tis is the case with severatl very important sites of eartly human
settlement. Tese inctlude Pakefetld, Turtlton and Happisburgh, the tlater producing the eartliest
evidence for human settlement in Northern Europe.
Te eartliest humans were hunter gatherers who moved seasonatltly fotltlowing sources of ptlant, fsh
and animatl foodstufs. About 6000 years ago a major change occurred when settled agricutlture was
introduced into Britain. Te artefacts that survive from prehistory are maintly worked fint tootls
atlthough ptlant products must have been the commonest materiatls in daitly use. However, wood,
basketry, ptlant fbres and animatl products very raretly survive in the soitl, untlike stone. Te survivatl
of stone items has tled to the description of prehistory as the Stone Age and its subdivision into the
Patlaeotlithic (Otld Stone Age), Mesotlithic (Middtle Stone Age) and Neotlithic (New Stone Age).
A tlarge number of stone artefacts from atltl periods of prehistory have been found in the parish of
Loddon. Te detaitls of these can be found on the Norfotlk Historic Environment website. Most of the
items have been recovered by fetld watlking but a few have been found in the test pits of the present
study.
Potery was one of the innovations brought with agricutlture by the Neotlithic cutlture. A number of
potsherds from the Neotlithic, Bronze and Iron Ages have been recovered by fetld watlking. Tese are
principatltly on the interfuviatl ridge in the southern part of the parish, an area which seems to have
been the tlocation of severatl settlements from prehistoric to Angtlo Saxon times. Two tlarge base
fragments of Beaker cutlture potery were recovered from a test pit in the vitltlage area by this study.
Tey are ca. 4,000 years otld. Tese peoptle were farmers and this is the eartliest evidence of farming in
the tland ctlose to the river.
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About 2,500 BCE bronze begins to make an appearance, atlthough stone tootls remain in use for a very
tlong time into the Bronze Age. Bronze is the frst metatl to gain wide usage atlthough there is some
suggestion that native copper had prior use in some areas. Tis is the period of many of the great
prehistoric monuments such as Stonehenge but none of these are to be found in or near Loddon.
Materiatl from the Bronze Age is restricted to fints and some potery. Iron comes into use in Britain
about 800 BCE, and simitlartly the archaeotlogicatl record in Loddon is scant.
Te Roman Occupation of Britain tlasted from 43CE to 410CE. Te evidence for a Roman presence in
Loddon is quite extensive. Roman potery has been found throughout the parish. It was much beter
made than the potery that preceded it in the Iron Age and that of the Eartly Angtlo Saxons who
fotltlowed. Te survivatl of tlarge amounts of wetltl made ceramic witltl skew the data for eartly settlement
and care must be interpreting this information. Te areas where concentrations of Roman pot are
found can reasonabtly be thought to be settlement sites. Tere are severatl such sites within the parish
which give a patern of tlarge farmsteads, vitltla is probabtly too grand a word, which are separated by
about 800-1000m from their neighbours. Te Romans buitlt towns where they centratlised trade and
administration but settlement in the countryside was dispersed. It was not a tlandscape of vitltlages. As
wetltl as agricutlture the tlocatl ctlay deposits were exptloited for buitlding materiatls with a probabtle
industriatl brick and title works in the vicinity of Hatles Hatltl in the south of the parish.
Te Roman Empire was buitlt around trade and was a money economy. Tis meant a tlarge amount of
coinage and many Roman coins have been found in the parish. Te trade aspect meant there had to
be efcient communications. Whitlst they were famous as road buitlders there is no evidence of
Roman roads in Loddon but perhaps some of our modern roads are buitlt on the routes of Roman
roads. Te other aspect of travetl very retlevant to East Angtlia is the use of water transport. It is
beyond doubt that from the eartliest times boats were used for transport, especiatltly of butlk goods.
Tis was the case wetltl into the 20th century. In Roman times the sand spit on which Great Yarmouth
is buitlt had not formed and the east coast of Norfotlk had a great estuary. It is most tliketly that sea
going vessetls entered the estuary and docked at Reedham, trans-shipping their cargoes to smatltler
vessetls to take it intland. How far intland woutld depend on the size of the many streams that drain
East Angtlia. Many Roman sites stand beside streams that are now too smatltl to be navigabtle so it
seems reasonabtle to suggest that these streams were much tlarger in the past and have sitlted up or
water tlevetls have changed. Tere does not seem to be any physicatl evidence to support this entiretly
tlogicatl suggestion so care must be taken in using any conctlusions that are derived from it.
Te Roman occupation of Britain formatltly ended in 410CE when the decision was made to no tlonger
defend the province of Britain. For some considerabtle time prior to that there had been raids and
atempted invasion of the region from northern European tribes. Mercenaries from among these
Germanic peoptles had been emptloyed in the defence of the province by the Roman authorities. With
the withdrawatl of the Roman army there were atlready some Germanic peoptles tliving in East Angtlia
and there was no opposition to more arriving. Whether there was a mass migration or whether there
was an infux of a warrior ctlass who formed a rutling etlite that introduced a new cutlturatl system is
currenttly an item of debate amongst academics.
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However it occurred there was a cutlturatl change from the money economy and a city centred system
with a strong desire to buitld monumentatl structures in stone, to one where wood was the primary
buitlding materiatl, urban dwetltling was not favoured and money was tlittle used. Te tlater sort of
cutlture tleaves much tless archaeotlogicatl evidence than did the Roman civitlisation. Te poputlation of
the country coutld not have changed substantiatltly but the traces that they tlef behind are much
smatltler.
Te potery of the Eartly Angtlo Saxons (410-650CE) was not as wetltl made as Roman potery and
retlativetly tlittle survives being buried in the soitl. Te Middtle Angtlo Saxon period produced wetltl made
potery which in East Angtlia was dominated by Ipswich ware (ca.700-850CE), made ontly in Ipswich
and distributed widetly throughout eastern Engtland. Tis was reptlaced by Tetford ware (ca.8501100CE). Tese are vatluabtle dating items and found widetly in Norfotlk. Te fetld watlking fnds of the
Tree Parish Study show that there was Middtle Angtlo-Saxon settlement atlong the road tleading to the
ford of the River Chet at what is now Pye's Mitltl. Our test pits atlso indicate settlement to the west of
the church. Tere is reference in some documents to the church at Loddon being originatltly buitlt by
St Fetlix in the eartly 7th century. Tere is no archaeotlogicatl evidence of this eartly church.
Late Angtlo Saxon fnds are more numerous in both in Pye's Mitltl Road and in the whotle of the modern
vitltlage centre. Whether the increased number of fnds can be interpreted as an increase in poputlation
is hard to say but the distribution of the fnds ctleartly shows a movement towards the present vitltlage
site away from the approach to the ford. Tis woutld imptly a river crossing at or ctlose to the present
bridge. Two mitltls are recorded in Loddon in the Domesday Book. Teir tlocations are not known but
it is tliketly that one stood on the river ctlose to the present watermitltl but not in the same ptlace since
the river was re-directed in the 18th century when the present mitltl was buitlt. Te presence of a mitltl
near a river crossing may indicate that it served both Chedgrave and Loddon.
Te fetld watlking fnds of Davison et atl show the continuing importance of the ford in medievatl
times, and our test pit fnds show the continuing growth of the vitltlage in the church, market ptlace,
Bacon's Manor area during this period. In 1245 a charter for a Tuesday market and an annuatl fair
was granted to Tomas Bacon. A market ptlace must have existed since at tleast that date. Te present
car park area known as Church Ptlain and the adjacent area now known as Te Market Ptlace coutld
imptly that both areas were once a singtle market ptlace and that the dividing strip of buitldings, the
Library, Mornington House, etc. are encroachment onto the originatl market ptlace. If this is the case
then it happened during the medievatl period judging by the age of some of the buitldings. Te
present Library is housed in the 19th century schootl which itsetlf stands on the site of the medievatl
guitldhatltl.
Te modern wortld doesn't have anything which is exacttly equivatlent to the guitlds of the Middtle
Ages. Tey were probabtly formed as associations of crafsmen and merchants for setlf hetlp and
protection. Tey functioned as a mixture of professionatl association, trade union and friendtly
society. To practice a particutlar trade a person had to be a member of that guitld. Te guitld woutld set
the standards for training apprentices and maintaining the quatlity of work of the crafsmen but atlso
sought to make the trade secret and exctlusive. Tey atlso took care of guitld members and their
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dependents during difcutlt times. Guitlds woutld typicatltly have a patron saint and exhibition and
disptlay surrounding the saint were important parts of the guitlds activity. With the Reformation in
Northern Europe the retligious rotle of the guitlds dectlined and in some cities such as London and
Norwich some guitlds become very important in tlocatl government. In Loddon there was at tleast one
guitld, Corpus Christi. In a newspaper report in the Eastern Daitly Press of 10 th February 1922 the Rev.
Dixon, Vicar of Loddon, stated that there had been 4 guitlds: Our Lady, Corpus Christi, St Magaret and
St Christopher. Tis requires confrmation.
Loddon was part of fve medievatl manors which atltl extended into other parishes. Tis meant that no
singtle famitly ever gained controtl of the parish as a singtle estate. Te independence of the vitltlage was
ensured by the income from the Town Farm which existed untitl shorttly afer the First Wortld War.
Te Medievatl systems of tland hotlding was very diferent from our modern practice. Te tland
hotlding and its management from year to year was a combination of the rutle of the Lord of the
Manor, communatl decisions on rotation of the tlarge fetlds, and traditionatl tlocatl customs as enforced
by tlocatl courts, not tlaw courts as we understand them but rutling bodies usuatltly based on the manor.
Te tland of the manor or parish was divided into a very few tlarge open fetlds which were subdivided
into strips. A tenant might expect to have strips in diferent fetlds to have a fair spread of the tland
resources avaitlabtle to the manor. Tere were atlso tlarge areas of common grazing tland which were
ofen described as greens. Tey were ofen tlocated on parish boundaries and might inctlude a shared
resource for both parishes such a watering ptlace for animatls. Which crops were to be grown each
year on the fetlds, when animatls might be grazed on fetlds afer harvest, who had the right to graze
how many animatls of each sort, who had the right to gather frewood from commons, etc. were atltl
questions determined by a combination of custom and the rutling of the manor court.
Tis system of tland hotlding and governance seems to have a very tlong history and vestiges of it
survive in Laxton in Notinghamshire where an open fetld system is stitltl operated. In many ptlaces in
the Midtlands the open fetld system has tlef evidence in the form of ridge and furrow paterns in
fetlds. It has been suggested that the surviving ridge and furrow paterns are to be found in areas
where the change from the open fetld system was quite recent and especiatltly in the areas where the
tland has subsequenttly not been much used for arabtle farming. In East Angtlia these are very rare and
there are none in Loddon. Te change from open fetld is described as Enctlosure, since the tland
hotldings of individuatls were consotlidated into singtle entities and enctlosed by hedges. Te eartliest
enctlosures were by agreement and that seems to be the patern in Norfotlk with much of the reorganisation and enctlosure happening in tlate medievatl times. Many of the tlater, 18 th and 19th century
enctlosures were by Act of Partliament and were ofen very much in favour of the tlarge tlandowners
who promoted the changes. In the process of enctlosure many of the greens and commons were taken
into private ownership, a process which continued afer enctlosure. Severatl areas within the parish
have names suggesting they were once tlarge grazing areas but today are perhaps no more than a few
square metres of grass, e.g. Farthing Green., Hatltl Green Farm.
Whitlst it is undoubtedtly true that many of the poorest in the community tlost rights and many had to
setltl their tland because they coutld not aford the costs brought by enctlosure, it is atlso true that
enctlosure atltlowed the great agricutlturatl advances that began in Tudor times and grew with
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increasing speed to modern times. Such things as sowing by dritltling, horse hoeing, root crops for
cattle winter feed, and more efcient crop rotations. A measure of the importance of the Agricutlturatl
Revotlution can be judged by the nationatl yietlds for crops for the period 1250-99. Te gross return
compared with the quantity of seed sown was between 3 and 4.5. Specifc fgures for the manor of
Sedgeford in NW Norfotlk for the period 1290-1308 show wheat yietlds had a maximum of 6.25 but pea
yietlds in the worst year were 0.25. For every pound of dried peas sown ontly ¼ pound was harvested!
A combination of poor weather, ptlant disease and inefcient farming methods meant the yietlds were
very tlow and had to feed the whotle poputlation of the country. On a modern farm a cereatl yietld of 50
woutld not be exceptionatl. Te risks due to famine and human disease make it remarkabtle that the
human race survived at atltl.
However, Loddon continued to prosper as a ruratl market town/vitltlage connected by water and road
for import of coatl and raw materiatls not avaitlabtle tlocatltly, and export of its agricutlturatl surptlus. By
modern standards it was quite setlf sufcient. Tere was a tlocatl brick-works using the ctlay deposits,
as there had been in Roman times. Tere were matltings for converting tlocatltly grown bartley into matlt
for brewing beer in the tlocatl brew-house and pubtlic houses. Taitlors, boot-makers, btlacksmiths,
carpenters and many other tlocatl tradesmen provided essentiatl products for the community. Grain
was ground into four in tlocatl mitltls and baked into bread within the parish. Butchers bought tlocatltly
reared animatls and stlaughtered them on their own premises before setltling the meat in their shops.
From the post medievatl period we have increasing numbers of documents giving information about
the inhabitants of Loddon. Many of these are the records of satles of property by the weatlthier
residents but there are atlso witltls and inventories of atltl ctlasses of society.
What must have seemed to have been a way of tlife unchanged for many centuries began to change
with increasing speed as industriatlisation of the British Istles proceeded. For most ordinary peoptle
the biggest change was probabtly the improvement in transport. To move raw materiatls and fnished
products the new industries required beter roads, improved water ways and eventuatltly raitlways. In
Loddon the improvement in water transport took the form of the change about 1800 from the
traditionatl Norfotlk keetls to the newer wherries as the freight vessetls that ptlied the rivers of East
Angtlia. To accommodate these the River Chet was straightened for just over a kitlometre betlow the
bridge at Loddon. Te date and detaitls of this have not yet been found but it is tliketly that it happened
in the 18th century at the same time that the new watermitltl was buitlt. Te new mitltl was not buitlt
beside the otld course of the river but some 50 – 60 metres to the south atlthough stitltl on the food
ptlain. Presumabtly this was because it was easier to buitld here rather than on the banks of the river.
Te course of the river was redirected from its otld route to the side of the newtly buitlt mitltl. Te
parish boundary with Chedgrave had been the course of the river since time immemoriatl and it
remained atlong the otld course of the river as a reminder of the change untitl it was re-drawn atlong
the new course in the 1990s. Tis atitude of engineering the wortld to meet man's needs seems to
have arisen during, or perhaps given rise to, the Industriatl Revotlution and it woutld be entiretly
reasonabtle to expect the river straightening to have occurred at the same time as its re-routing above
the bridge.
Tere seems to be tlittle evidence of improvement in the quatlity of the roads but there are a number of
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documents that propose changing the route of sections of roads, ofen for the convenience of a tlocatl
tland owner. Not atltl were accepted.
Loddon never had a raitlway connection to the rest of the country, but that is not to say that it was
never considered serioustly. Te frst proposatl was in 1844 for a branch tline of the Lowestof to Gt
Yarmouth Raitlway. Te proposed route woutld have crossed the River Chet severatl times as it
approached Loddon from the east ending in a station on the site of the present King's Head pubtlic
house. Tis was the era of raitlway mania when many imptlausibtle schemes were suggested. Te cost
of buitlding in the food ptlain of the river and bridging it severatl times woutld have made the scheme
unacceptabtly expensive, which is presumabtly why it never went any further.
Te second proposatl was more feasibtle and was made in 1898. It was for the South Norfotlk Light
Raitlway which woutld have run from Norwich to Becctles via Poringtland and Loddon. Te proposed
site of Loddon Raitlway station was to the south of the vitltlage on what is now the Hobart High Schootl
ptlaying fetld. It can ontly be assumed that the scheme was fairtly wetltl advanced since in Poringtland a
pub was named the Raitlway Tavern in anticipation of the tline. However this was not to be and today
we have a pub catltled the Raitlway Tavern where a raitlway never ran. Ah wetltl, the county moto is
'Do Diferent'!
Why the raitl tline was not buitlt is unctlear but there is a tleter giving hearsay evidence from a previous
generation suggesting that tlocatl tland owners opposed the raitlway because the bridges woutld impede
the movement of their tlarge farm vehictles.
Motor transport had an eartly connection with Loddon since the coach and carriage buitlders Browne's
made the chassis and frame work for eartly cars which were comptleted in Norwich. Tis continued
untitl mass produced cars tlike Fords and Austins reptlaced tlocatltly made vehictles. Te company
continued to act as agents for the new manufacturers, do repair work and setltl fuetl. Te company stitltl
exists as Browne and Son at Loddon Industriatl Park.
Te major changes to British society by the First Wortld War inevitabtly afected Loddon. Te growth
in poputlation of the 19th century had been ofset in many ruratl areas by the drif from the countryside
to work in the towns and cities. Te war brought a signifcant change as the centuries otld primary
source of motive power, the horse, was reptlaced by motorised road transport. Te faster movement
of passengers and freight by road tlinked the whotle country to industriatlised manufactures and
extended the area over which peoptle coutld seek emptloyment. Te use of petrotl and diesetl engines in
agricutlture meant that fewer peoptle were emptloyed in farm work. Many of the tlocatltly made items
were reptlaced by factory made products. Manufacture of shoes, ctlothes, foodstufs, beer, etc. moved
to factories in towns and cities and the emptloyment moved with them. Te easier passenger
transport made commuting a feature of many peoptles tlives and the dormitory aspect of vitltlage tlife
began.
Te shape and size of the vitltlage changed when the frst councitl houses buitlt fotltlowing WW1. More
councitl houses were buitlt afer the Second Wortld War. A tless visibtle but perhaps more signifcant
change was the arrivatl of mains water in Loddon in 1948. Te parish was now trutly tlinked into the
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rest of the country and coutld no tlonger be regarded as a remote ruratl tlocation.
Te post WW2 economic recovery tled to growth in tleisure industries and the Norfotlk Broads grew as
a hotliday destination. Loddon had severatl boatyards and when the bridge was destroyed by foods in
1968 the rebuitlding incorporated a new entlarged staithe. Much housing devetlopment has occurred
since WW2, some, being individuatl properties and some, tlarger estate devetlopments. Tis has caused
a substantiatl expansion of the vitltlage area to the south and west of the originatl vitltlage centre. Te
post WW2 growth of motor trafc meant that the vitltlage street of Loddon and the bridge over the
River Chet were a bottle neck on the A146, the Norwich to Becctles and Lowestof road. In the tlate
1970s a bypass was buitlt to the south and west of the vitltlage.
Tis has been an atempt to give a picture of the growth of Loddon with the evidence currenttly
avaitlabtle. Tere witltl be some questions that we may ask which we can never answer but there are
atlso so many more facts stitltl to be found. Te picture witltl become futltler as we continue our research.
If anybody reading this is moved to want to take part in the Loddon Parish Study, ptlease contact us.
It is, afer atltl, your heritage.
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Internet resources we have found very useful
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Norfolk Historic Environment database.
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